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Abstract This paper develops an analysis of two opaque interactions in Campi-
danian Sardinian that involve metaphony and two other processes, vowel merger
in the suffixal domain and word-final vowel epenthesis. The analysis is developed
within the formalism of Turbidity Theory, a model assuming containment, com-
bined with privative features, maximal economy in the representation of segments
and relativized scope. The basic idea is that metaphony is computed synchroni-
cally as a non-local licensing condition of a feature {high} only if it is underlyingly
present. We discuss, on the one hand, cases of non-application of metaphony in-
duced by a subset of high vowel inflectional suffixes. We show that underapplication
of metaphony in Campidanian Sardinian is due to insertion of a feature {high}
in this set of non-low suffixes lacking {high} underlyingly, which does not need
to be licensed as it is not lexical. On the other hand, metaphony also underap-
plies in the presence of epenthesized high vowels, because their feature {high} is
again inserted since these vowels have no correspondent in the input. This paper
presents an account that allows the implementation of the interacting processes
such as metaphony, vowel merger and word-final vowel epenthesis into one paral-
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lel OT computation. With the help of work on inventory structure, the opaquely
interacting processes can be modelled without relying on rule ordering.

Keywords Campidanian Sardinian · Feature privativity · Vowel epenthesis ·
Metaphony · Opacity · Turbidity Theory · Vowel merger

1 Introduction and data

Romance metaphony is a type of long-distance assimilatory process in which an
unstressed high vowel inflectional suffix causes raising of a preceding stressed (mid)
root vowel (Calabrese 1985, 1995, 1998, 2011; Sluyters 1988; Kaze 1991; Maiden
1991; Dyck 1995; Cole 1998; Nibert 1998; Walker 2005; Grimaldi 2009; Mascaró
2011).

In many Italian dialects with an underlying seven-vowel inventory, metaphony
raises high-mid vowels /e, o/ to high [i, u], whereas low-mid vowels /E, O/ are af-
fected non-uniformly depending on the system; low-mid vowels either diphthongize
(variety of Calvello, Gioscio 1985; Calabrese 2011), raise to high-mid (variety of
Servigliano, see 2), raise all the way up to high (variety of Foggiano, see 1), or stay
unaffected (variety of Grado, Ascoli 1898; Maiden 1991; Walker 2005).

As a matter of illustration, consider Foggiano. In this northern Pugliese variety,
both low-mid and high-mid vowels undergo metaphony and raise to high when
preceding a high vowel inflectional suffix (see 1).

(1) Foggiano (Calabrese 1998, 2011)

["kjen-a] ‘full-fem.sg’ ["kjin-u] ‘full-masc.sg’
["moSS-a] ‘soft-fem.sg’ ["muSS-u] ‘soft-masc.sg’
["pEt-e] ‘foot’ ["pit-i] ‘feet’
["grOss-a] ‘big-fem.sg’ ["gruss-u] ‘big-masc.sg’

Metaphonic raising can also be step-wise; low-mid vowels raise to high-mid,
and high-mid vowels to high. Servigliano, a dialect of Marchigiano (Marche), ex-
emplifies this case of synchronic chain shift (2).

(2) Servigliano (Camilli 1929; Mascaró 2011)

["pes-a] ‘heavy-fem.sg’ ["pis-u] ‘heavy-masc.sg’
["fjor-e] ‘flower’ ["fjur-i] ‘flowers’
["pEd-e] ‘foot’ ["ped-i] ‘feet’
["mOrt-a] ‘dead-fem.sg’ ["mort-u] ‘dead-masc.sg’

The case of metaphony in Campidanian Sardinian (henceforth CS, southern
Sardinia) is particularly interesting. First, CS has a surface seven-vowel system in
stressed position (3). Some examples appear in (4).

(3) CS surface seven-vowel system in stressed position

[u]

[o]

[O]

[a]

[E]

[e]

[i]
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(4) CS stressed vowels (Bolognesi 1998; Frigeni 2002)

[es"siRi] ‘to go out’
[O"Bettu] ‘open-masc.sg’
["Erba] ‘grass’
["akkua] ‘water’
["ORa] ‘hour’
["orku] ‘ogre’
["uttimu] ‘last-masc.sg’

The distribution of stressed mid vowels, however, is predictable. Stressed high-
mid vowels are restricted to appear before unstressed high vowels. In fact, low-mid
vowels productively alternate with high-mid vowels, the latter always followed by
a high vowel inflectional suffix. Metaphony in CS thus raises low-mid vowels to
high-mid (5).

(5) CS metaphony (Bolognesi 1998; Frigeni 2002)

[ni"Eãã-a] ‘black-fem.sg’ [ni"eãã-u] ‘black-masc.sg’
["vER-a] ‘true-fem.sg’ ["veR-u] ‘true-masc.sg’
["nO-a] ‘new-fem.sg’ ["no-u] ‘new-masc.sg’
["mOtt-a] ‘dead-fem.sg’ ["mott-u] ‘dead-masc.sg’

Following Bolognesi (1998) and Frigeni (2002), we assume that high-mid vowels
are allophones of low-mid vowels (whereby high-mid vowels derive from low-mid
vowels) and that the contrastive vowel system of CS contains only five vowels
(6). The outcome of metaphony in CS, that is, high-mid vowels, are therefore
not phonemic segments in the system; it is worth noting that CS is unique in
this respect (cf. Servigliano, where high-mid vowels are contrastive segments).
Any phonological analysis of metaphony in CS must therefore exclude high-mid
vowels in contrasting positions, like in the stressed position of a root, unless they
are followed by a metaphonizing high vowel suffix. The examples in (7) further
suggest that low-mid vowels are phonemic rather than high-mid vowels, because
if high-mid vowels were phonemic, there would be no reason to ever get low-mid
vowels before high vowel suffixes.

(6) CS contrastive five-vowel system in stressed position

/u/

[o]

/O/

/a/

/E/

[e]

/i/

Interestingly, metaphony in CS underapplies in two situations. Firstly, low-mid
vowels can also be found before high vowel inflectional suffixes (right column in
7). This is a case of non-surface-true opacity, in which metaphony does not apply
although the surface conditions are met.1

1 One argument in favor of considering metaphony a productive synchronic process is that
speakers of CS consistently apply the process of metaphony in Standard Italian with no ex-
ceptions (Caroline Bacciu p.c.). Standard Italian, however, has no metaphony.
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(7) Underapplication of metaphony (Bolognesi 1998)

["son-u] ‘sound’ ["sOn-u] ‘I play’
["oG-u] ‘eye’ ["OG-us] ‘eyes’
["ben-i] ‘come-imp’ ["bEn-i] ‘good/well’
["Set-i] ‘only’ ["SEt-i] ‘flour’

In the suffixal domain, CS shows a reduced surface three-vowel system; mid
vowels never surface. However, diachronic and inter-dialectal evidence exists indi-
cating that the suffixes which do not cause metaphony can be treated as derived
high vowels, that is, phonemic mid vowels that merged on the surface with high
vowel suffixes (see Bolognesi 1998; Frigeni 2002). Since the contrast between high
and mid is lost in this position, the structural context that inhibits metaphony
is now opaque in the synchronic grammar of CS. In other words, vowel merger
towards high vowels hid the triggering environment for metaphony (8).2

(8) CS surface three-vowel system in the suffixal domain

[u]

/O/

[a]

/E/

[i]

This specific case of non-application of metaphony in CS is connected with
a long-standing debate on the representation of vowels that behave exception-
ally in vowel harmony and the issue of abstractness in phonology. An influential
early contribution on exceptionally behaving vowels in harmonic systems was Vago
(1973). Vago (1973) noted that deviant patterns of vowel harmony could be un-
derstood if different vocalic underlying feature specification were postulated. As in
CS, these effects often resulted from diachronic mergers in the system. What Vago
(1973) proposed was the incorporation of abstract segments alongside absolute
neutralization rules. These positions led to ongoing debates about abstractness
in phonology. More recently, the issue of exceptional vowels in harmony systems
and the need for abstract levels of analysis have been challenged, for instance, in
Benus and Gafos (2007). Benus and Gafos (2007) have shown that front vowels in
Hungarian that do not participate in selecting front suffixes are less advanced (i.e.
they show a more retracted tongue body) than their counterparts that do select
front suffixes even in bare stem forms with no suffixes. In this paper, we do not
claim such a thing for CS. We claim that in CS the underlying representation of
metaphonizing versus non-metaphonizing suffixes are phonologically different and
that the differing underlying representations get neutralized on the surface due to
positional markedness.

The second case of underapplication of metaphony in CS can be found when
metaphony interacts with a process of word-final vowel epenthesis. Word-final
vowel epenthesis applies in two different environments. First, it applies after stressed

2 We prefer not to use the term vowel reduction because of the absence of morpho-
phonological alternations; all suffixes are always unstressed. Instead, we call this process vowel
merger, although we do not imply that it is diachronic. In fact, we will analyze it as synchronic
vowel neutralization.
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vowels in word-final position as a way to prevent final stress, which is always pro-
hibited in CS (9).

(9) Vowel epenthesis after word-final stressed vowels (Bolognesi 1998)

[kaf"fEi] ‘coffee’ [gat"tOu] ‘gateau’
[fu"stEi] ‘you-pl (polite)’ [kO"mOu] ‘commode’

Vowel epenthesis also applies after word-final consonants.3 As can be seen in
(10), the epenthetic vowel, in boldface, surfaces as a high front vowel if the root
has a stressed mid front vowel, and as a high back vowel if the root has a stressed
back vowel. Note that epenthetic vowels, which are always high, do not trigger
metaphony.

(10) Vowel epenthesis after word-final consonants after stressed mid vowels

["sEzi] ‘you are’ *["sezi]

["nOzu] ‘we’ *["nozu]

The backness of the epenthetic vowel also depends on the preceding lexical
vowel even if it is unstressed (11).

(11) Vowel epenthesis after word-final consonants after unstressed vowels

[kal"mant-i-zi] ‘quiet-pl’
["rOz-a-za] ‘rose-pl’
[mila"nEz-u-zu] ‘Milanese-pl’ *[mila"nez-u-zu]

Previous literature on CS states that vowel epenthesis applies after word-final
codas in pre-pausal positions (Flack 2009), and also at the edge of phonological
phrases and prosodic words (Bolognesi 1998). To replicate these findings, we col-
lected data from three locations in southern Sardinia and recorded five speakers:
one male from S̀ınnia, two females from Biddecrèsia, and one male and one female
from Seddori. Sardinian was their dominant language.

We conducted a production experiment based on a translation task from Italian
to Sardinian. The materials included a set of DPs that always contained two words,
a noun plus an adjective (rose sarde → rosas sardas ‘Sardinian roses’). The first
word always ended in /-s/, which corresponds to the plural morph. The second
word began in different consonants, including obstruents and sonorants. Speakers
were asked to pronounce the phrases at a normal speech rate and avoid pauses
between words. When a break occurred, the item was presented a second time
at the end of the session. The translation task did not present any problem of
inducement.

As is well-known from previous literature on Sardinian, vowel epenthesis is
robust in pre-pausal contexts. The insertion of an epenthetic vowel is triggered to
satisfy the markedness constraint No-Coda. This is the only repair strategy found
in this prosodic environment. However, in utterance-medial position, two different
processes were attested: vowel epenthesis and consonant deletion (12).

3 Codas in CS comply with the Coda Condition principle: obstruents in coda position are
only possible if geminated, and nasals are homorganic with the following consonant. Both /r/
and /s/ may surface in coda position; the latter, however, follows a more intricate pattern (see
Bolognesi 1998 for more details).
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(12) Vowel epenthesis and consonant deletion within an intonational phrase
[rOzaza "zardaza] ∼ [rOza "zardaza] rosas sardas ‘Sardinian roses’
[dOmuzu "mannaza] ∼ [dOmu "mannaza] domus mannas ‘big houses’
[frOrizi "lEdZuzu] ∼ [frOri "lEdZuzu] froris lègius ‘ugly flowers’
[rOzaza Gal"mantizi] ∼ [rOza Gal"mantizi] rosas calmantis ‘calming roses’

We have not found any pattern that could explain under which conditions the
two processes are selected.4

What is relevant for the analysis presented in this paper is that both vowel
merger in the suffixal domain (8) and vowel epenthesis (10) interact opaquely with
metaphony. In a rule-based framework, one would say that vowel neutralization
in underlyingly non-high suffixes, on the one hand, and insertion of epenthetic
high-vowels in word-final position counter-feed metaphony.

Such an opaque interaction poses a challenge for standard parallel Optimality
Theory (OT), in which no reference to intermediate levels of representation is
possible. To illustrate this, let us assume for now that metaphony in CS is the
result of spreading the feature {+ATR} of a high vowel suffix (as assumed in
Calabrese 2011) onto a preceding low-mid stem vowel (13). We use the informal
markedness constraint Spread({+ATR}), which must dominate the faithfulness
constraint Ident({ATR}) in order to derive metaphony. We exemplify metaphony
with an abstract input /O-u/.

(13) Spreading of {+ATR}

O-u Spread({+ATR}) Ident({ATR})

1. + "o-u *

2. "O-u *!

What is crucial for the present analysis is that even if non-metaphonizing suf-
fixes are assumed to be underlyingly {−ATR,−high}, the opaque candidate with
neutralization of the suffix and non-application of metaphony has no chance to
be selected as the optimal candidate (14). We introduce an informal constraint
Neutralize that prohibits mid vowels in the suffixal domain. This constraint trig-
gers neutralization of the non-metaphonizing suffix and must be ranked above
Ident({ATR}). However, Spread({+ATR}) still prefers the transparent candi-
date, candidate (a), although the actual form in CS is the opaque candidate (b)
with neutralization but no metaphony.

(14) Failure to select the opaque candidate

O-O Neutralize Spread({+ATR}) Ident({ATR})

1. + "o-u **

2. / "O-u *! *

3. "O-O *!

4 Some speakers tend to favor consonant deletion over vowel epenthesis. The reverse situation
is not found. Such a high degree of variation has never been reported before. Future research
is thus necessary to address which factors drive the selection of either vowel epenthesis or
consonant deletion to avoid a word-final consonant within an intonational phrase.
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In this paper, we present an analysis of metaphony in CS that makes use
of feature privativity, that is, monovalent features, and Turbidity Theory (OT-
TT), a version of OT that allows for a distinct treatment of lexical versus derived
features without the need to refer to other levels of representation than the surface
representation. First, as opposed to Frigeni (2002) and Calabrese (2011), who
assume {(+)ATR} to be the feature responsible for metaphony in CS, we will
argue that it is the monovalent feature {high}, as in many other Italo-Romance
varieties. We will further allow for relativized scope of monovalent features; in
other words, features can cover different sections of the inventory depending on
the system. This will allow us to postulate that the step-wise raising in CS is the
result of spreading the monovalent feature {high} to a mid vowel that contains the
feature {low}, thus resulting in a {high,low} vowel, which is nevertheless banned
in the language in contexts other than metaphony. This solution hinges on the
issue of abstractness in phonology, as will be discussed in more detail in the next
section. The fact that some suffixes do not participate in metaphony will receive a
straightforward explanation in terms of TT: only a lexical {high} feature spreads.
If the {high} feature is derived, that is, inserted in order to satisfy the neutralizing
requirement on suffixes, there will be no need to spread the feature.

The content of the paper is organized as follows. The theoretical framework
is developed in §2. The analysis is presented in §3. In §4, we present the results
of the factorial typology of the proposed constraint set. We demonstrate that the
analysis developed for CS accounts for all basic patterns of metaphony in Italo-
Romance. The differences between our analysis and that of Frigeni (2002), the
most recent formal analysis of the CS vowel system, is discussed in §5, followed by
a discussion in which we discuss alternative accounts based on featural affixation
and morpheme-specific constraints. The paper concludes in §6.

2 Theory

2.1 Representations

Our representational assumptions rest upon the principles of feature privativ-
ity, feature economy, and relativized scope developed in Dyck (1995) and Frigeni
(2002).

We assume that phonological features have no values; they are privative. Fur-
thermore, the number of features that make up a segment is the fewest possible
to reflect its phonological activity. A feature is understood to be phonologically
active if the presence of that feature either expresses a lexical contrast or a non-
contrastive, allophonic alternation.

Phonological features can have scope over different sections of the inventory.
Relativized scope presupposes that two different languages may share the same
number of segments in their surface inventory but differ in the way these segments
are phonologically specified. Dyck (1995) argues in favor of an algorithm for de-
termining height distinctions in Italo-Romance vowels. First, the feature {low}
introduces a contrast between a low region and a non-low region. Having one
feature would produce a two-height-levels inventory (15). The gray circle stands
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for specified by the feature {low} and capital E, O stand for unspecified non-low
vowels, which are not necessarily phonetically mid.5

(15) A two-height-levels inventory (Dyck 1995)

a

E O

After assigning the feature {low}, if a system additionally requires a contrast
in the non-low vowel region, the feature {high} is introduced. High vowels are
specified by the feature {high}, whereas mid vowels are left unspecified. A three-
height-levels inventory is therefore created (16). The ellipse stands for specified for
{high}.

(16) A three-height-levels inventory (Dyck 1995)

a

E O

i u

For a four-height-levels inventory in which mid vowels contrast, no extra height
feature is necessarily needed – a modification of the configurational scope of {low}
such that low-mid vowels are also specified for {low} yields the desired extra height
distinction.6 High-mid vowels, however, receive no height features. The indepen-
dent need for place features such as {front} (dashed) and {back} (dotted) is enough
to distinguish between mid vowels and the low vowel, which never contrasts for
place in Romance (17).

(17) A four-height-levels inventory (Dyck 1995:5)

i

e

E

a

O

o

u i

e

E

a

O

o

u

The way phonological features are assigned to vowels in CS represents a more
intricate exercise than that proposed in Dyck (1995) for other Italo-Romance vari-
eties. As opposed to Calabrese (2011) and Frigeni (2002), who assume metaphony

5 We assume that unspecified segments are handed over to the phonetics component, which
will assign a language-particular interpretation to those segments. With respect to mid vowels,
when we represent them with capital letters /E, O/, we express the fact that they are phonolog-
ically unspecified for height within the mid vowel region. As pointed out by Calabrese (2011),
in Italo-Romance systems with no phonemic distinction within the mid vowel region, these
mid vowels are usually interpreted as low-mid, lax vowels.

6 Alternatively, for other languages with a four-height system, the scope of the feature {high}
could be extended.
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to be caused by spreading of the feature {+ATR}, we consider that metaphony,
even in CS, is always the result of spreading the feature {high}.7

Based on the differing phonological patterning of the vowels we propose that
the four features {high}, {low}, {front} and {back} are contrastive in their distri-
bution in CS.8 The fact that the two sets of front vowels and back vowels pattern
symmetrically to the exclusion of [a] indicates that both place features play an
active role in the grammar. Furthermore, a process such as metaphony presents
evidence that high vowels form a natural class in CS. Lastly, CS distinguishes
three height levels, so a second height feature, e.g. {low}, is necessary.

We follow Levelt and Van Oostendorp (2007) in assuming that with each ac-
quired feature becoming available to the grammar in the course of acquisition,
all possible combinations of these features are generated. For n different features
that results in 2n different combinations. Some combinations of these features
are allowed in the grammar, whereas others are not. Which combinations are al-
lowed and which are not is decided on the basis of positive evidence (phonological
contrast and allophonic alternations). For each feature combination, there is a
corresponding feature co-occurrence constraint (FCC) that is activated.9

FCCs of the type *{F,G}, and also *F, are violated whenever a (cluster of)
feature(s) is pronounced (Levelt and Van Oostendorp 2007; Van Oostendorp 2014)
(18).

(18) Markedness constraints

a. *F : assign a violation mark for every pronunciation of the feature F.

b. *{F,G}: assign a violation mark for every pronunciation of the features
F and G by the same root node.

The language-specific ranking of these FCCs shapes the vowel inventory. With
regard to CS, we assume that the FCCs *{front,back} and *{high,low} are rela-
tively high-ranked in contrast to e.g. *{high,front}.

In addition, we claim that a height specification is mandatory for all vowels in
CS and that high vowels require a place specification. Therefore, besides FCCs of
the type *{F,G}, another type of constraint is needed: implicational FCCs (Van
Oostendorp 2014) (19) (top-ranked V⇒{Height} and {high}⇒{Place}, respec-
tively).10.

(19) Implicational constraint (“if-then-constraint”)

F⇒G: assign a violation mark for every root node that contains a feature
F and does not also contain a feature G.

Table 1 sketches how the phonemic five vowel inventory of CS is shaped as an
effect of those relatively high-ranked FCCs. One way to prevent using the two place

7 We compare the two approaches in §4.
8 A discussion of whether it is UG that provides a universal set of monovalent abstract

features goes beyond the scope of this paper.
9 See Levelt and Van Oostendorp (2007) for a full explanation of how features are acquired

and how FCCs shape the changing segment inventory throughout the developing stages of
language acquisition.
10 In the following, if necessary, we abstract away from place and height distinctions by using
the cover features {Place} and {Height} to refer to either {front} or {back} and {high} or
{low} indistinctly.
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Table 1 All combinations of the features {high}, {low}, {front} and {back} and the effects
of high-ranked FCCs *{front,back}, *{high,low}, {high}⇒{Place} and V⇒{Height} on the
phonemic inventory

∅ {high} {high,low} {high,low,front} {high,low,front,back}
{low} ∼ /a/ {high,front} ∼ /i/ {high,low,back}
{front} {high,back} ∼ /u/ {high,front,back}
{back} {low,front} ∼ /E/ {low,front,back}

{low,back} ∼ /O/
{front,back}

features and thus have a fully economical system with only three features, instead
of four features, would be to assume that [a] is surface empty. However, the patterns
observed in vowel epenthesis (see 33 and 34) present evidence against this alter-
native approach, which would predict that [a] is always inserted as an epenthetic
vowel, contrary to the facts. The traditional interpretation of the feature sets in
terms of underlying segments is illustrated as well. Notice that the {low,Place}
segments need not necessarily be mid-open vowels phonetically. They do differ
from the exclusively low vowel and the high vowels phonologically; phonetically it
is likely that these two vowels take up the region that mid-vowels usually occupy.
The same inventory of phonemic or contrastive vowels for CS is represented again
in (20). High-mid vowels are absent in the phonemic inventory of morphemes in
CS. The assignment of features follows Dyck (1995): low-mid vowels are {low}, and
they combine with either {front} or {back} to distinguish them from the placeless
low vowel. High vowels are specified for place and for {high}.

(20) Phonemic CS vowel inventory

i

E

a

O

u

The upcoming analysis of metaphony rests upon the crucial idea that only
metaphony-triggering suffixes contain a vowel that is underlyingly specified with
the feature {high}. In contrast, suffixes that do not trigger metaphony are assumed
to lack the feature {high}; instead they comprise of the feature {low} (i.e. /a/)
or the feature combination {low,Place} (i.e. /E/ or /O/). The specific output
realization of each class of suffixes will be explained in the analysis section. It
is worth noting that there is no semantic or morphological difference between
metaphonizing and non-metaphonizing suffixes. Their difference is etymological.
In fact, in Logudorese Sardinian, their difference is still surface-true, because no
vowel merger operates in this dialect. In CS, however, vowel merger obscures the
alternation of both types of suffixes. In table 2, the list of metaphonizing and non-
metaphonizing suffixes in CS is given together with their input-output mappings.
This table is adapted from Frigeni (2002).
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Table 2 Classes of suffixes (Frigeni 2002:75)

metaphonizing non-metaphonizing

type /{high,Place}/ type /{low,Place}/

m.sg/f.sg /-u/ → [-u] m.sg/f.sg /-E/ → [-i]

inf.3conj /-i/ → [-i] m.sg /-O/ → [-u]

imp.2sg.3conj /-i/ → [-i] inf.2conj /-E/ → [-i]

subjunctive /-i/ → [-i] imp.2sg.2conj /-E/ → [-i]

ind.pres.1pl /-(m)u(s)/ → [-u] ind.pres.1sg /-O/ → [-u]

adv.suff /-E/ → [-i]

Although we use seemingly standard articulatory-based features, we assume
that a direct reference to articulators or a specific phonetic content is irrelevant
for phonological computation. Phonological features could therefore be seen as
colors, in the sense that they can be mixed to create more complex segments, as
elements in Element Theory (Backley 2011). This is why {high} and {low}, for
instance, will be shown to be able to surface under certain conditions although
this combination is excluded in other contexts.

2.2 Turbidity Theory

We aim to account for the opacity in CS metaphony and vowel epenthesis by means
of Turbidity Theory (TT, Goldrick 2001; Revithiadou 2007; Van Oostendorp 2008),
a strictly parallel, constraint-based model that assumes a containment theory of
faithfulness (McCarthy and Prince 1993). Containment theory in OT assumes
that all information present in the input is contained in the output. Therefore,
no input material can be deleted in output forms. Deletion is thus accounted
for in terms of non-realization, or non-parsing of input material although still
present in licit output forms. In TT, which assumes containment, standard linking
between root nodes and features is replaced by two distinct types of relations both
contained in surface forms: projection relations (↑, i.e. arrows pointing towards
the root node), and pronunciation relations (↓, i.e. arrows pointing towards a
feature). On the one hand, projection relations express that a feature is lexically
linked to a specific root node. On the other hand, pronunciation relations express
a surface linking between (lexical) features and root nodes, meaning that the
feature is visible at the phonology-phonetics interface by the articulatory system
after abstract phonological computation.

The Reciprocity constraint family regulates projection-pronunciation rela-
tions between features and root nodes locally. By local relations we mean a direct
lexical association between a feature and a root node. There are two types of
reciprocity constraints. On the one hand, Reciprocityr

F (Rr
F ) assures that lexi-

cal features are realized on the surface. On the other hand, ReciprocityF
r (RF

r )
assures that features on the surface correspond to lexical features. Their formal
definitions appear in (21).
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(21) Reciprocity (Van Oostendorp 2008)

a. Reciprocityr
F (Rr

F ): assign a violation mark for every feature F pro-
jected by a root node r that is not pronounced by r.

b. ReciprocityF
r (RF

r ): assign a violation mark for every feature F pro-
nounced by a root node r that is not projected by r.

As said, Reciprocity constraints regulate the relation between root nodes
and features locally. However, in stress-dependent harmony like Italo-Romance
metaphony, some features are pronounced by non-local root notes, that is, root
nodes other than those that lexically project such features. Therefore, we propose
a new family of constraints in TT, Licensing, which is a less stringent version of
Reciprocity. These constraints will be shown to be crucial in accounting for the
opaque data at hand. This family of constraints regulates projection-pronunciation
relations between root nodes and features non-locally (22), which means that there
is no direct lexical association between the two. As will be shown, these Licensing

constraints sometimes need to restrict the type of non-local relation that is allowed
between a projected feature and the root node that pronounces it non-locally. We
will follow Walker (2005, 2011) in considering metrically prominent positions as
the optimal environments for licensing.

(22) Licensing

a. Licensing↑F (L↑F ): assign a violation mark for every projection rela-
tion ↑ of a feature F that does not correspond to some pronunciation
relation ↓ of F.

b. Licensing↓F (L↓F ): assign a violation mark for every pronunciation
relation ↓ of a feature F that does not correspond to some projection
relation ↑ of F.

Features linked to root nodes by a projection relation are always contained in
surface representations as are the projection relations themselves; they cannot be
deleted by the Gen component of a TT grammar. Gen only includes the following
set of operations: (i) insertion of a pronunciation relation ↓, and (ii) insertion of a
feature F together with its pronunciation relation ↓.

In a TT grammar with privative features, an unfaithful mapping might be the
result of not pronouncing a (projected) feature. Non-pronunciation is triggered by
the satisfaction of feature co-occurrence constraints (FCCs) of the type *{F,G},
with the special case *F, which are violated whenever a (cluster of) feature(s) is
pronounced irrespective of projection relations (Levelt and Van Oostendorp 2007;
Van Oostendorp 2014).

If a particular phonological system makes use of the feature F, then an in-
put where F is projected by a root node r must map onto an output where F is
pronounced. This mapping is possible if at least Reciprocityr

F or Licensing↑F
dominates *F (23-24). The symbols r and s stand for root nodes, the latter fol-
lowing the former.
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(23) Local pronunciation of feature F

r s

F Reciprocityr
F *F

1. +

r s

F *

2.

r s

F *!

(24) Non-local pronunciation of feature F

r s

F Licensing↑F *F

1. +

r s

F *

2.

r s

F *!

If a phonological system does not make use of F, then ranking *F above Reci-

procityr
F and Licensing↑F selects the output where F is not pronounced (25).

(25) Non-pronunciation of feature F

r s

F *F Reciprocityr
F Licensing↑F

1. +

r s

F * *

2.

r s

F *!

3.

r s

F *! *

Besides FCCs of the type *{F,G}, implicational constraints can also be re-
sponsible for another kind of unfaithful mapping: a local pronunciation of a non-
projected feature G in the presence of a feature F (Van Oostendorp 2014).

To recapitulate, feature co-occurrence markedness constraints come in two
forms. A feature F repels a feature G (*{F,G}) and the presence of a feature
F demands the presence of a feature G (F⇒G).11 These constraints combined

11 One reviewer asks whether there is a principled motivation for the parallel presence of
mirror-images of implicational constraints. We do not claim that mirror-image constraints
should or should not be active in the same grammar. Their effects can be completely unrelated.
For instance, {Place}⇒{high}unstr has the effect of neutralising a lexical contrast between
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with Reciprocity and Licensing constraints are responsible for both generating
the segmental inventory of a language and also triggering or blocking language-
particular phonological processes. We also assume that these constraints are sensi-
tive to metrical positions like foot heads and unstressed syllables. We will illustrate
the interaction of these constraints in the following section.

2.3 The metaphony-triggering constraint

Since the advent of Optimality Theory, vowel harmony has been attributed to
several different constraints: alignment, sharing, agreement by correspondence (see
Gafos and Dye 2011; Rose and Walker 2011 for detailed references) and feature-
validation (Nevins 2010). Here we propose to interpret the metaphony-triggering
constraint as a specific instantiation of a Licensing↑ constraint relativized to the
foot head position (26).

(26) Metaphony-triggering constraint as a licensing constraint

Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd (L↑{high}unstr): assign a violation mark for
every projection relation ↑ of a feature {high} in an unstressed position
that does not correspond to some pronunciation relation ↓ of {high} in a
foot head position.

A similar constraint is proposed inWalker (2005), according to which metaphony
has a functional basis in improving perceptibility of height features in a posttonic
position by associating them with perceptually stronger prosodic positions (27).

(27) Walker (2005)’s metaphony-triggering constraint

License([+high])post-tonic, "σ: [+high] in a post-tonic syllable must be as-
sociated with a stressed syllable.

Walker (2005) remains neutral with respect to cases of opacity in which vowel
merger counterbleeds vowel raising. After historical vowel merger, the motivation
for metaphony as proposed in Walker (2005) can no longer be interpreted as driven
by functional forces. Our claim is that, in the synchronic grammar, metaphony is
re-interpreted as a licensing condition in terms of projection relations.

metaphonizing and non-metaphonizing suffixes on the surface. In contrast, a constraint like
{high}⇒{Place} just bans central high vowels from the vowel inventory of CS. The outcome
of the two constraints is not equivalent; therefore, we need both constraints. Another reviewer
wondered whether these implicational constraints are ad hoc or whether they reflect some kind
of relation between features. We believe that not all logical combinations of features create FCC
constraints of the type *{F,G} or constraints of the type F⇒G. Their existence should follow
from a developed theory of feature representations (maybe feature geometry is an adequate
framework). Generally, we see implicational constraints as a more refined version of standard
OT constraints such as *glottal stop or *schwa, which are usually used as cover constraints
referring to clusters of features. We think that implicational constraints are less stipulative
than formulations like *schwa since they make reference to combinations of two features only.
An advantage of this approach is that we avoid mixing constraints that refer to features with
constraints that refer to whole segmental units or clusters of more than two features within one
OT grammar. Implicational constraints therefore hold promise for developing an explanatory
theory of markedness.
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3 Analysis

First we consider those inputs containing a metaphonizing suffix, that is, with
an underlying {high} feature, affixed to a root vowel consisting of the features
{Place} and {low}, i.e. a low-mid vowel. The projection relation ↑ of the feature
{high} associated to the suffix must be licensed by some pronunciation relation ↓ in
the foot head position to satisfy the constraint Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd. This
is illustrated by candidate (1) in tableau (28), in which the root vowel ends up pro-
nouncing three features, {Place}, {low} and {high}. The pronunciation of {high}
by the root vowel violates the feature co-occurrence constraint *{high,low}, which
prohibits high-mid vowels, and the constraint Reciprocity

{high}
V , which penal-

izes the pronunciation of the feature {high} by a root node that does not project
that feature. Candidate (2) is the faithful candidate, which is ruled out by the
high-ranked metaphony-triggering constraint Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd. Reci-

procityV
{low} militates against leaving the feature {low} unpronounced as shown

by candidate 3. This is why low-mid vowels raise to high-mid vowels instead of
high vowels (28).

(28) Metaphony (/OR-u/ → ["oRu] ‘edge’)

V - V

{Pl}{low} {high}{Pl} RV
{low}FtHd L↑{high}unstr *{high,low} R{high}

V

1. +

"V - V

{Pl}{low} {high}{Pl} ["oRu]

* *

2.
"V - V

{Pl}{low} {high}{Pl} *["ORu]

*!

3.
"V - V

{Pl}{low} {high}{Pl} *["uRu]

*! *

Now we can illustrate the surface vowel inventory of CS, which incorporates
high-mid vowels. High-mid vowels include all the features that identify low-mid
vowels plus the feature {high}, as shown in (29).

(29) Surface CS vowel inventory

i

e

E

a

O

o

u

As opposed to low-mid vowels, low vowels are not targeted by metaphony.
This means that if a metaphony-triggering suffix is attached to a root containing
a low vowel, the projection relation of the feature {high} cannot be licensed by the
root vowel. If the feature {high} is licensed by the low vowel, the pronunciation of
this feature creates a configuration where {high}, but not {Place}, is present. This
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configuration violates {high}⇒{Place}, as candidate (3) in tableau (30) illustrates
(interpretable as a high-mid central unrounded or rounded vowel). This implica-
tional constraint expresses the fact that place distinctions are required for high
vowels. It can be satisfied by inserting the feature {Place}, which violates Reci-

procity
{Place}
V , as shown by candidate (2) (interpretable as a high-mid front or

back vowel). The blocking effect of low vowels is obtained by ranking these two con-
straints above the metaphony-triggering constraint Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd.
A potential way to satisfy the metaphony-triggering constraint could be to lower
the suffix vowel, that is, leaving the feature {high} unpronounced. However, the un-
dominated position of the constraint {Place}⇒{high}unstr (cf. 35), which requires
pronouncing the feature {high} in the presence of {Place} in suffixal position, dis-
cards the possibility of suffix vowel lowering.

(30) Low vowel as non-undergoer (/Edad-i/ → [E"DaDi] ‘age’)

V - V

{low} {high}{Pl} {high}⇒{Pl} R{Pl}
V L↑{high}unstr

1. +

"V - V

{low} {high}{Pl} *[E"DaDi]

*

2.

"V - V

{Pl}{low} {high}{Pl} *[E"De/oDi]

*!

3.

"V - V

{low} {high}{Pl} *[E"D9/8Di]

*!

Now we will consider the opaque cases where metaphony underapplies. Under-
application is due to the fact that non-metaphonizing suffixes lack a specification
for the feature {high} and only contain the feature {Place} and {low}. The faith-
ful candidate (3) in (31) in which the suffix surfaces as a {high}-less suffix that
is only specified for place and {low} is ruled out by the implicational constraint
{Place}⇒{high}unstr, which triggers the insertion of the feature {high} in vowels
occupying an unstressed position. That is, mid vowels never surface in suffixal
positions. This implicational constraint must be relativized to refer to unstressed
positions because insertion of {high} is not required in stressed positions, where
low-mid vowels surface. Diachronic vowel merger is therefore interpreted in syn-
chronic grammars as a general implicational constraint, which must be ranked

above Reciprocity
{high}
V . Among the candidates that satisfy the implicational

constraint {Place}⇒{high}unstr (1, 2 and 3), the candidate that does not un-
dergo metaphony and leaves the feature {low} unpronounced is the most harmonic
candidate. Since the feature {high} is an inserted feature without any projection
relation, the licensing constraint Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd (omitted in tableau
(31)) is vacuously satisfied by all candidates. The decision is then left to the FCC

*{high,low}, which disfavors high-mid vowels, or the constraint Reciprocity
{high}
V

in the case of candidate (3)—both constraints are unranked with respect to each
other. In other words, high-mid vowels do not surface in CS unless an underlying
{high} feature in a suffix must be licensed via non-local pronunciation in order to
satisfy the metaphony-triggering constraint Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd.
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(31) Underapplication of metaphony (/OR-O/ → ["ORu] ‘gold’)

V - V

{Pl}{low} {Pl}{low} {Pl}⇒{high}unstr *{high,low} R{high}
V

1. +

"V - V

{Pl}{low} {high}{Pl}{low} *["ORu]

*

2.

"V - V

{Pl}{low} {high}{Pl}{low} *["ORo]

*! *

3.

"V - V

{Pl}{low} {high}{Pl}{low} *["oRu]

*! **

4.

"V - V

{Pl}{low} {Pl}{low} *["ORO]

*!

In compliance with Richness of the Base (Prince and Smolensky 1993), an input
consisting of a high-mid vowel in a foot head position must be considered. The
grammar should prohibit this vowel to surface as such if followed by a low vowel
suffix (["vERa] ‘true-fem.sg.’ cf. *["veRa]). The {high} feature does not need to be
licensed because it is not in an unstressed position. It is the feature co-occurrence
constraint *{high,low} that rules out the pronunciation of the projected feature
{high}. This constraint thus dominates the constraint ReciprocityV

{high} (32).

(32) Blocking of high-mid vowels (*["veRa] ‘true-fem.sg.’)

V - V

{Pl}{low}{high} {low} *{high,low} RV
{high}

1. +

"V - V

{Pl}{low}{high} {low} *["vERa]

*

2.
"V - V

{Pl}{low}{high} {low} *["veRa]

*!

Recall that high-mid vowels are exclusively specified for place in Dyck (1995).
An input form containing a high-mid vowel specified for {Place} must therefore
not surface as such in CS. The implicational constraint responsible for excluding
high-mid vowels in contexts other than the metaphonic one is V⇒{Height}, as
explained prior to table 1.

Lastly, we will explain how the quality of vowel epenthesis is obtained.12 Only
two additional constraints, of the types introduced in this paper, are enough to

12 As was shown by our newly collected data, word-final codas were prohibited at both
the phonological word-edge domain and the phonological phrase-edge domain. Two repair
strategies were observed: vowel epenthesis and consonant deletion. Consonant deletion was
only possible phrase-medially, and utterance-final consonants were always avoided by means
of vowel epenthesis. It is not the goal of this paper to account for this variation and the factors
that lie behind it, although we are the first in describing this situation for vowel epenthesis in
CS as far as we know. We leave this topic for future research.
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account for the quality of vowel epenthesis. After a stressed mid vowel, only the
place feature of the stressed vowel, never the {low} feature, is interpreted by the
epenthetic vowel, and the epenthetic vowel always surfaces as a high vowel, thus
complying with the required three-vowel reduced system in post-tonic word-final
position. Consider tableau (33), in which the vowel preceding the epenthetic vowel
is low-mid. As illustrated by candidate (4), one possibility is to insert both the fea-
ture {high} and the feature {Place}. However, this is discarded because inserting
the feature {Place} fatally violates the top-ranked constraint License↓{Place},
which is violated whenever a feature {Place} is not projected by some root node.
This candidate is harmonically bounded by the winning candidate, which pro-
nounces the feature {Place} from the stressed vowel and only inserts {high}.
This explains why place is always shared between the stressed mid vowel and the
epenthetic vowel. If {Place} were freely inserted, the place-identity could remain
unexplained. Another possible output is candidate (2), with insertion of {high}
but no pronunciation of {Place}. This is not possible because of the constraint

{high}⇒{Place}, which dominates Reciprocity
{Place}
V . Another potential candi-

date, candidate (3), only pronounces the feature {low}. This outcome is ruled out

by ranking Reciprocity
{low}
V above Reciprocity

{Place}
V .

(33) Partial vowel epenthesis (["sEzi] ‘you are’)

"V

{low}{Pl} L↓{Pl} R{low}
V {high}⇒{Pl} R{Pl}

V R{high}
V

1. +

"V v

{low}{Pl} {high} *["sEzi]

* *

2.

"V v

{low}{Pl} {high} *["sEz1]

*!

3.

"V v

{Pl}{low} {high} *["sEza]

*! *

4.

"V v

{low}{Pl} {high}{Pl} *["sEzi/u]

*! * *

When the source vowel is low, no feature {high} is inserted and the epenthetic
vowel surfaces as a low vowel. Recall that the pronunciation of the feature {high}
always involves the pronunciation of the feature {Place} due to the top-ranked
constraint {high}⇒{Place} (omitted in tableau (34) and satisfied by the two
candidates). In the absence of the projection of the feature {Place} by the stressed
vowel, pronouncing it would incur a violation of Licensing↓{Place}, which is top-
ranked in the hierarchy. This constraint is still not satisfied if the feature {Place} is
pronounced by the root vowel, as shown by candidate (3). This way, pronouncing
the feature {low} is the only possibility left, showing that Licensing↓{Place}
dominates Reciprocity

{low}
V (34).
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(34) Full vowel epenthesis from a low vowel (["rOzaza] ‘roses’)

V

{low} L↓{Pl} R{low}
V

1. +

V v

{low} {Pl} *["rOzaza]

*

2.

V v

{low} {Pl}{high} *["rOzazi/u]

*!

3.

V v

{low} {Pl}{high} *["rOzE/Ozi/u]

*!

When the vowel preceding the epenthetic vowel is high, the feature {Place} is
available. This is why the feature {Place} can be pronounced by the epenthetic
vowel without violating Licensing↓{Place}, as well as {high}, whose pronuncia-

tion is possible given the low ranking of Reciprocity
{high}
V .

To sum up, all the ranking arguments presented so far are represented as a
Hasse diagram in (35).

(35) CS grammar as a Hasse diagram

L↓{Pl}

R{low}
V {high}⇒{Pl} {Pl}⇒{high}unstr

R{Pl}
V

RV
{low}FtHd L↑{high}unstr

*{high,low} R{high}
V

RV
{high}

An important aspect of this analysis is that the very same constraints that
are necessary for shaping the segmental inventory of the language are also re-
sponsible for the quality of epenthetic vowels, as well as for the application and
non-application of metaphony.

In our approach, we assume both feature privativity and Turbidity Theory.
The combination of the two is crucial for explaining the opaque patterns. On the
one hand, the use of privative features allows for representing non-metaphonizing
suffixes as lacking a projected feature {high} (see tableau 31). On the other hand,
Turbidity Theory allows for making a distinction between projected (lexical) and
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pronounced (surface) features. Both assumptions, privativity and Turbidity The-
ory, are necessary to derive the pattern of underapplication of metaphony (/OR-O/

→ ["ORu] ‘gold’). Because of Turbidity Theory, the metaphony-triggering constraint
can be formulated in a way that only makes reference to projected features. For in-
stance, if binary features and {+atr} as the feature causing metaphony in CS were
assumed, vowel merger would be the result of changing the value of {atr} from
− to +. Once vowel merger applies, what could block the spreading of {+atr}?
Using Turbidity Theory would not help because the projection-pronunciation re-
lation is a function of features, not of values. We conclude that this problem can
only be solved if vowel merger is the result of pronouncing a privative feature that
is not present underlyingly.

4 Typological implications

This section is devoted to the exploration of the typological implications of our
analysis. To do so, we used OT-Help 2.0 (Staubs et al. 2010), a software that
calculates factorial typologies in OT.

We considered two possible inputs: a root containing a low-mid front vowel /E/

and a root containing a high-mid front vowel /e/ both followed by a high vowel
suffix /-i/. Since front and back vowels usually show a symmetrical behavior, we
only focused on front vowels.13

The set of constraints that were fed to OT-Help 2.0 are the ones proposed for
CS. This constraint set includes all Reciprocity constraints for the features {high}
and {low}, the metaphony-triggering constraint Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd, and
the feature co-occurrence constraint *{high,low}. We use these constraints to ex-
plore the effects that constraint permutation has on the attested typology of meta-
phonic patterns.

For the output candidates, we always allowed the faithful candidates (stressed
[E, e] belonging to the root) and the candidate displaying metaphony (stressed [i]

belonging to the root). As opposed to CS, most Italo-Romance varieties have a
seven-vowel system. According to Dyck’s (1995) proposal as shown in (15), high-
mid vowels in four-height systems are only specified by a place feature, either
{front} or {back}. However, as claimed in our analysis, high-mid vowels can also
receive a more complex specification of features, that is, {Place,high,low}. This
alternative specification for high-mid vowels was also included as an additional
fourth candidate. We claim that the same phonetic realization can derive from
two different phonological specifications depending on how phonological systems
are organized. We will be more specific about this point after presenting the results
of constraint permutation.

13 We excluded the root low vowel /a/ as a possible input since this vowel is hardly ever
affected by metaphony in Italo-Romance. One dialect showing /a/ raising, though, is the
Ischia dialect (see Krämer 2016).
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(36) Factorial typology

/E - i/ /e - i/ Pattern Dialect & Ranking

[E - i] [e - i] No metaphony Standard Italian

RV
{low}, R

V
{high}, *{high,low}, R{high}

V , R{low}
V ≫ L↑{high}unstr

[E - i] [i - i] Restricted metaphony Grado (Walker 2005)

RV
{low}, R

V
{high}, *{high,low}, R{low}

V ≫ L↑{high}unstr ≫ R{high}
V

[i - i] [i - i] Metaphony Foggiano (Calabrese 2011)

L↑{high}unstr, RV
{high}, *{high,low}, R{low}

V ≫ RV
{low}, R

{high}
V

[e - i] [i - i] Gradual raising Servigliano (Kaze 1991; Parkinson 1996; Nibert 1998; Krämer 2009;
Mascaró 2011; Walker 2011)

L↑{high}unstr, RV
{low}, R

V
{high}, R

{low}
V ≫ *{high,low}, R{high}

V

Four types of patterns, illustrated in (36), are the result of the OT-Help 2.0
computation. There are no other rankings that derive other grammars. The four
possible types correspond to attested metaphonic patterns in Italo-Romance.14

The first pattern shows no metaphony (cf. Standard Italian). This is due to the
fact that the metaphony-triggering constraint Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd is out-
ranked by all other Reciprocity constraints and *{high,low}. The second pattern
corresponds to what we have called restricted metaphony. In this pattern, only high-
mid vowels are affected by metaphony, whereas low-mid vowels remain unaltered.
This pattern can be illustrated with data from Grado (37).

(37) Grado (Walker 2005)

t["e]mp-o ‘time’ t["i]mp-i ‘times’
s["o]rd-o ‘deaf-masc.sg’ s["u]rd-i ‘deaf-masc.pl’
b["E]l-o ‘beautiful-masc.sg’ b["E]l-i ‘beautiful-masc.pl’
m["O]rt-o ‘dead-masc.sg’ m["O]rt-i ‘dead-masc.pl’

The pattern exemplified with Grado is obtained by ranking the metaphony-

triggering constraint above Reciprocity
{high}
V , all the other rankings being equal.

The constraint Reciprocity
{high}
V demands that a pronounced feature {high} is

projected by the root node. When metaphony applies, this constraint is violated
because the root node pronounces the feature {high} projected by the suffix, but
this violation makes it possible to satisfy the metaphony-triggering constraint.
Low-mid vowels are not affected by metaphony because of the high-ranked con-
straint *{high,low}.

The third pattern refers to the metaphonic system in which all mid vowels raise
to high. This pattern can be illustrated with data from Foggiano in (1), repeated
in (38).

(38) Foggiano (Calabrese 1998, 2011)

["kjen-a] ‘full-fem.sg’ ["kjin-u] ‘full-masc.sg’
["moSS-a] ‘soft-fem.sg’ ["muSS-u] ‘soft-masc.sg’
["pEt-e] ‘foot’ ["pit-i] ‘feet’
["grOss-a] ‘big-fem.sg’ ["gruss-u] ‘big-masc.sg’

14 CS does not appear in the typology but it behaves like Servigliano; the only difference is
that CS has no contrastive high-mid vowels.
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In this pattern, the metaphony-triggering constraint dominatesReciprocity
{high}
V ;

all winning candidates pronounce the feature {high} belonging to the suffix al-
though root vowels do not project this feature. The metaphony-triggering con-
straint also dominates ReciprocityV

{low} because low-mid vowels, in order to raise
to high, need to get rid of their feature {low}.

Finally, we get a fourth pattern labeled as gradual raising in which low-mid
vowels raise to high-mid, and high-mid vowels raise to high. This is a prototypical
case of synchronic chain shift, extensively discussed for Servigliano (Mascaró 2011).
The data from Servigliano (2) is repeated in (39).

(39) Servigliano (Camilli 1929; Mascaró 2011)

["pes-a] ‘heavy-fem.sg’ ["pis-u] ‘heavy-masc.sg’
["fjor-e] ‘flower’ ["fjur-i] ‘flowers’
["pEd-e] ‘foot’ ["ped-i] ‘feet’
["mOrt-a] ‘dead-fem.sg’ ["mort-u] ‘dead-masc.sg’

In this system, the top-ranked position of Licensing↑{high}unstr/FtHd in-
duces metaphony. With a low-mid input vowel, the undominated position ofRV

{low}
prevents the feature {low} from being unpronounced; this is why the optimal out-
put vowel pronounces both {high} and {low}. However, with a high-mid input
vowel, specified exclusively for {front}, the pronunciation of the feature {high}
from the suffix vowel triggers metaphony.15

Synchronic chain shifts of this type are examples of counter-feeding opacity,
in which the output of one process, in this case low-mid vowel raising, fails to
feed another process, in this case high-mid vowel raising. In the model proposed
in this paper in which there is no one-to-one relationship between phonological
representations and specific phonetic realizations, this kind of opaque chain shift
can be accounted for. This assumption is in line with other recent studies ac-
knowledging the existence of dissimilarities between phonology and phonetics; for
a discussion on substance-freedom in phonology, that is, the fact that phonologi-
cal computation is independent from phonetic interpretation, see Clements 2001;
Blaho 2008; Odden 2006, 2013; Hale and Reiss 2008; Mielke 2008; Iosad 2012;

15 Given Richness of the Base, we should also consider the possibility of a high-mid input
vowel specified as the derived high-mid vowel containing the features {front,high,low}. We
included this potential input vowel; yet, the same set of four possible metaphonic patterns
(as in 36) was derived. For the more complex high-mid input vowel, however, different out-
comes were derived by the individual grammars: in some systems this vowel raises to high
(metaphony applies), and in other systems it maps faithfully as such (no metaphony applies
to it). When it raises to high, the less complex high-mid input vowel only including {front}
also raises to high. So, metaphony never exclusively applies to the more complex high-mid
input vowel. Alternatively, when the complex high-mid vowel {front,high,low} maps faithfully
as such, the less complex high-mid vowel {front} either raises to high or maps faithfully as
{front}. The former case, in which the less complex high-mid vowel {front} raises to high but
the complex high-mid vowel {front,high,low} does not, might appear pathological - although
we reject such an interpretation. Richness of the Base says that there are no language-specific
restrictions on inputs. However, this of course does not mean that morphemes can have more
than one underlying representation. With respect to the more complex high-mid vowel, we hy-
pothesize that there is no morpheme with the lexical representation {front,high,low}, possibly
due to lexicon optimization. Such a representation is only possible as derived high-mid vowels
from low-mid vowels, as illustrated for CS. In the end, what is crucial is that the same four
metaphony patterns illustrated in (36) were obtained even if high-mid input vowels specified
for {front,high,low} were included.
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Youssef 2013; Hamann 2014. The difference of this pattern with respect to the one
in which metaphonic outcomes are only high vowels is the position of the feature
co-occurrence constraint *{high,low}, which is violated. Also, in this pattern the
constraint ReciprocityV

{low} needs to be undominated, meaning that the feature
{low} cannot be left unpronounced, as in the restricted metaphony pattern.

The constraint set presented so far derives a typology that matches the attested
patterns of metaphony. This typology is drawn from Maiden (1987), although sim-
plified, and it is not intended to cover those metaphonic patterns found in the
Iberian peninsula (cf. Penny 2009). According to Maiden (1987), metaphony of
lower vowels presupposes metaphony of higher vowels, and this is what our typol-
ogy covers. However, it is not the purpose of this paper to explain the other three
implications found in Italo-Romance metaphony: (i) that metaphony in closed syl-
lables pressuposes metaphony in open syllables but not the other way around, (ii)
that if, for a specific vowel, metaphony is restricted to open syllables, it will apply
to both open and closed syllables in any other higher vowel, and (iii) metaphony
triggered by word-final /u/ presupposes metaphony triggered by word-final /i/,
but not vice versa. What the proposed representational assumptions and set of
constraints rightly predict is that there are no patterns in which metaphony for
any vowel does not presuppose metaphony in any higher vowel. As a matter of
illustration, a metaphonic pattern in which, for instance, low-mid vowels are tar-
geted by metaphony (/E/ → [i]) but not high-mid vowels (/e/ → [e]) cannot be
derived in our model.16 Also, a step-wise metaphonic pattern rising the low-mid
vowel to high-mid (/E/ → [e]), but leaving high-mid vowels unaffected (/e/ → [e]),
is not derived either.17 Finally, it is worth mentioning, as pointed out in Walker
(2005), that a potential solution of licensing in prosodically weak positions could
be a stress shift to the suffix. Nothing prevents a ranking in OT in which the
metaphony-triggering constraint and the Reciprocity constraint against spread-
ing outrank the constraint responsible for stress assignment. Such a strategy is,
however, unattested. This specific case of the too-many-solutions problem is not
intrinsic to our model, but a general problem in parallel OT also acknowledged in
Walker (2005).

16 As said, metaphony of lower vowels presupposes metaphony of higher vowels. However,
Old Romanesco and Surselvan are exceptional in that metaphony is restricted to low-mid
vowels (Maiden 1987). Krämer (2016) connects this exceptional behavior with the process of
vowel reduction in Standard Italian and other dialects, whereby low-mid vowels raise to high-
mid in unstressed position. Although metaphony targets vowels in stressed position, one could
hypothesize that only low-mid vowels are affected by metaphony in those exceptional systems
because low-mid vowels are more marked than high-mid vowels in the metaphonic context.
An analysis of such patterns goes beyond the scope of this paper. In any case, it is worth
mentioning that a pattern in which metaphony is restricted to low vowels is not attested, and
the generalization that metaphony of lower vowels implies metaphony of higher vowels cannot
therefore be underestimated.
17 One reviewer made us aware of the dialect of Sora (Merlo 1919), with Servigliano-like chain
shift plus overapplication of metaphony due to vowel reduction to schwa in suffixes. Our model
can straightforwardly account for this pattern. Metaphony still applies in Sora because the high
feature associated to the suffix spreads onto the root vowel despite being unpronounced by the
suffix due to vowel reduction. Therefore, the metaphony-triggering constraint dominates the
Reciprocity constraint against pronouncing a feature {high} that is not projected by the root
vowel. A positional markedness constraint against pronouncing the feature {high} in suffixal
position must also dominate the reciprocity constraint against leaving a projected feature
{high} unpronounced in order to account for vowel reduction to schwa. A similar pattern is
also found in the dialect of Arpinate (Calabrese 1998; Parodi 1892).
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5 Discussion

5.1 Discussion of Frigeni (2002)

Our main proposal is that metaphonizing and non-metaphonizing suffixes, al-
though they have the same surface representation, differ in their underlying rep-
resentations with respect to the feature {high}. We assume that different phono-
logical behavior, i.e. triggering metaphony or not, is sufficient evidence for such a
claim. The basic idea of different underlying representations can also be found in
Frigeni (2002), although her approach makes a number of additional assumptions
that might be problematic from an Optimality-Theoretical perspective. Frigeni
analyses metaphony as {atr} spreading from the suffix vowel to the stem vowel.
This creates an additional height distinction in the surface stem vowel inventory
which underlyingly differentiates three height levels based on the features {high}
and {low} (see 40 and 41). The reduced surface vowel inventory in the suffixal
domain is the result of a neutralization process (loss of {atr}) followed by a pho-
netic process of enhancement (insertion of {high}) (see 42). The stipulation of two
separate vowel inventories for stems and desinences, i.e. two inventories that are
specified by different features, is inevitable. However, since a strict reading of OT
does not allow us to stipulate any non-emerging underlying vowel inventory due
to Richness of the Base, such an account is problematic.

(40) Proposed underlying inventories (Frigeni 2002)

I U {high} I U {atr}
E O E O

A {low} A {low}

Underlying stem inventory Underlying desinential inventory

(41) Metaphony as {atr} spreading (Frigeni 2002)

I U {high} i u {high}

E O
spreading {atr} e o {atr}

−→ E O

A {low} a {low}

UR stem inventory Surface stem inventory

(42) Vowel reduction as enhancement (Frigeni 2002)

I U {atr}
neutralize enhance

E O −→ E O −→ i u {high}
A {low} A {low} a {low}

UR desin. inventory Surface desin. inventory

In contrast, we propose that a set of phonologically active features (and all
combinations thereof) forms the input to the grammar. The grammar not only ac-
counts for phonological processes such as metaphony but also shapes the surface
vowel ‘inventory’ of a language (cf. section 2.1 and table 1). Segmental restric-
tions/differences in certain domains can occur (i.e. a restricted subset of vowels in
desinences); however, these restrictions are the result of grammatical computation
and are not a stipulated prerequisite.
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Furthermore, it seems that Frigeni’s approach relies on extrinsic ‘rule’ ordering
in the sense that desinence-to-stem {atr} spreading must crucially precede neu-
tralization in the desinence inventory, i.e. loss of {atr}, for metaphony to occur
in the language at all (see 41 and 42). Such a scenario is impossible to implement
into parallel OT.

5.2 Alternative accounts

The different behaviour of the metaphonizing and non-metaphonizing suffixes
could be accounted for by at least two different approaches, featural affixation
and lexically-indexed constraints.

5.2.1 Featural affixation

Akinlabi (1996; see also Finley 2009 and Wolf 2005) used alignment constraints
in which floating features had to be realised onto the stem to account for what
Finley (2009) calls morphemic harmony (see also Mascaró 2016).

In cases of overapplication of metaphony, a featural affixation approach using
floating features is possible. In Arpinate (Lazio; Calabrese 1998, Parodi 1892), most
suffixes neutralized to schwa. Some of these, i.e. the ones that historically origi-
nated from high vowels, still trigger metaphony. The underlying representation of
these morphemes could be a segment and floating material, i.e. the metaphonizing
feature. Then, a realizational constraint would force the floating feature to be re-
alised onto the root. Non-metaphonizing morphemes, which also reduced to schwa
but did not originate from high vowels, lack the floating feature.

In CS, however, the floating feature approach is untenable. As opposed to
Arpinate, the opacity in CS is of the underapplication type. In CS all suffixes,
either metaphonizing or non-metaphonizing, will end up being high. Even if the
metaphonizing suffix were represented with a floating feature {high}, this feature
would need to dock onto the suffix. At this point the difference between a floating
{high} and a linked feature {high} would disappear. Therefore, spreading should
equally affect both instances of {high}, contrary to the facts. We conclude that a
featural affixation approach to metaphony in CS is not achievable.

The approach to morphemic harmony developed in Finley (2009) does not nec-
essarily rely on floating features. She proposes an Anchor constraint that induces
an input feature associated with a specific morpheme to anchor onto a position in
the output, either an edge or a prominent position, through correspondence. This
type of Anchor constraint directly refers to underlying features. The case of un-
derapplication of metaphony in CS could thus be accounted for with an Anchor

constraint that demands an input feature {high} to associate with the stressed
vowel in the output. In those cases in which the feature {high} is not underlying,
but inserted due to vowel reduction requirements, the Anchor constraint will be
vacuously satisfied and no spreading will take place.

The licensing constraint adopted in our analysis is conceptually equivalent to
Finley’s Anchor constraint because our licensing constraint refers to the projec-
tion relation of {high}, i.e. the underlying status of the feature. Although the
two analyses work for CS, TT adds the advantage of being a general theory of
phonological opacity.
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5.2.2 Morpheme-specific licensing

As we have seen, in CS the masculine singular suffix [-u] behaves non-uniformly: it
does not always trigger metaphony. Our proposal is that this morph corresponds
to two masculine singular morphemes that receive a different underlying represen-
tation: /-u/, the metaphonizing suffix, and /-O/, the non-metaphonizing suffix.

Walker’s (2011:159) analysis of the dialect of Francavilla Fontana - in which
some morphemes trigger metaphony but others do not - makes use of lexically-
indexed constraints (Pater 2009). A lexically-indexed approach needs to assume
two different morphemes for the same grammatical features (masculine singular)
as we do in our analysis, one marked in the lexicon with an index matching it
with the licensing constraint triggering metaphony (/-u/L) and the other one not
indexed (/-u/). In this respect, a lexically-indexed analysis and our approach are
equivalent.

Although an analysis using lexically-indexed constraints works, we think that
it misses the fact that lexical indexes are usually used to account for exceptional
patterns. Metaphonizing suffixes, however, are as frequent as non-metaphonizing
suffixes. Independently from this, we see the problem posed by CS as a case of
phonological opacity, not a case of exceptional behavior in phonology.

To sum up, we have explained that the featural affixation approach fails to
derive the opaque pattern of metaphony in CS. Both approaches, either based on
an Anchor constraint or lexically-indexed constraints, could do the job. These
approaches put the burden of explanation onto OT computation, whereas our
approach exploits representational richness through TT. We hope that our analysis
of metaphony in CS contributes to the ongoing debate on the division of labor
between representations and computation in OT.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented a unified account of different types of opaque interactions
between metaphony, vowel merger and vowel epenthesis in CS using feature priva-
tivity and Turbidity Theory. We hope that the proposed analysis can contribute
to the discussion on the issue of abstractness in phonology, on the one hand, and
the role of representations in OT, on the other hand.
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